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Description

1

Beaded Ceremonial Trophy Head - Tribal Art Fashioned from wood, red cloth and blue and yellow glass beads. These colourful beaded
heads were typically worn by chiefs and other notables on ceremonial occasions. They were highly symbolic power accoutrements and
probably represent the heads of enemies ...[more]

2

Beaded Helmet Mask Representing Queen Mother - Tribal Art This beaded mask representing a queen is decorated with a pallet of
blue, cyan and white beads that is broken up by sparingly used red details. The face is covered in long dark blue beads and is
gorgeously adorned with cyan details on the ear ...[more]

3

Beaded Monkey Head - Tribal Art This beaded monkey head has a striking realistic shape. It is decorated with small glass beads in and
array of reds, blues and whites. Blue and red beads form a gorgeous triangular pattern that is centred around the mouth. The shallow
eyes are filled with dark blue be ...[more]

4

Beaded Double Headed Snake Belt - Tribal Art The double headed snake is the symbol of the Bamum Kingdom. Initially the King was
the only person to wear the belt made of a raffia woven strip covered with cloth and beads. After the arrival of the Germans, important
lineage representatives were also al ...[more]

5

Beaded Helmet Mask Blue-Wooden Mouth - Tribal Art This characterful beaded blue mask has been expertly made from cylindrical blue
beads. The eyes, nostrils and mouth are decorated with small red and white beads that gorgeously contrast the rest of the face. This
use of different sized beads also add ...[more]

6

Beaded Kuosi Elephant Mask Topped With Leopard Figure - Tribal Art This elephant mask is characterised by the long flowing cloth
beset with a lavish geometrical pattern of coloured beads and vibrant red cloth trim. The pattern on the front consists of white, green and
blue beads in a triangular and ...[more]

7

Beaded Flywhisk - Rooster - Tribal Art The Royal Fly Whisks (ethnic names: see leng koko or beuka) used in dances are made of
carved wood to which horse tails are attached. These tails are veritable war trophies cut from horses killed in battle against and amongst
the Bamoum, Fulbe and Chamba. The h ...[more]

8

Beaded Red And Blue Helmet Mask And Kauris Decorated Back - Tribal Art This striking piece is decorated with red, blue and white
glass beads of varying sizes. The eye-catching face is covered with long cylindrical blue beads and detailed with small red, white and
blue beads. The simplicity of the fa ...[more]

9

Beaded Palm Wine Vessel Topped With Human Figure - Tribal Art This impressive beaded wine vessel is decorated with red and black
glass beads. It features a subdued base decorated with black beads. The main body of the vessel is decorated with a beautiful diamond
pattern centred around four circles ...[more]

10

Beaded Royal Figure Holding Wine Vessel - Tribal Art This exquisite beaded figure of a man holding a cup and wine vessel is lavishly
beset with cowrie shells. The skin of the figure is decorated with alluring blue glass beads. Its left wrist sports a blue and pink beaded
bracelet. The wine and cup a ...[more]

11

Beaded Flywhisk - Human Couple - Tribal Art A set of two beautiful flywhisks crafted from coloured beads. The pair of figures represents
a man and a woman. The male figure is delicately adorned with red, white and blue beads in a zigzag pattern. The female figure is
decorated in a pattern of triangl ...[more]

12

Beaded Ceremonial Dancing Cover For Queen Mother In Custom Made Frame - Tribal Art The skin, covered completely with red, white,
black and blue glass beads, references stylistically to the animal: head with two fierce open eyes and the triangular moustache. This
skin is worn only by members of the K ...[more]

13

Beaded Ceremonial Head "Adwonzen", Grassland People, Cameroon - Tribal Art Beaded heads such as this, called atwonzen,
represent trophy heads: the skulls of enemies felled in battle. Underneath the beading is not bone, however, but wood. This peace
sports a captivating eclectic pattern of red, white ...[more]

14

Beaded Head With Leopard Mount - Tribal Art This enthralling beaded head is covered with elegant cylindrical black beads. Smaller red
and black beads are expertly used to enhance the beauty of the head with finer details such as the exquisitely designed red lizard motif
in its neck. The gorgeously d ...[more]

15

Beaded Triple Head Sculpture Covered With Kauris - Tribal Art This beautiful triple-faced head sculpture is crafted from beautiful dark
blue glass beads. Each of the three characterful faces is uniquely detailed with its own pallet of coloured beads. All three feature an
elegant lizard motif in eith ...[more]

16

Partly Beaded Black Kuosi Elephant Mask - Tribal Art This elephant mask is characterised by an elegant muted colour pallet. A subtle
pattern of red, white and blue beads decorates both the front and back of the piece. The head of the mask is adorned with a lizard motif
made from red and green glass ...[more]

17

Beaded Royal Stool Supported By Two Leopards - Tribal Art This stunning stool has a round base and plateau covered with cloth and
embroidered with cowrie shells and red green glass beads. Two gorgeous leopard figures uphold the top of the stool. One leopard is
decorated with green and red beads in a ...[more]

18

Facemask Topped With Leopard Figure - Tribal Art An exquisite blue face mask. This wooden mask is beset with long blue beads in an
eye-catching concentric pattern centred around the eyes. Small red and white beads elegantly add detail to the eyes and lips of the
mask. The wooden core of the mask is ...[more]

19

Beaded Gorilla Mask With Wooden Headdress - Tribal Art A beautiful gorilla mask fashioned from wood and covered with blue glass
beads of varying sizes. The design of the mask is simplistic yet evocative. The open mouth lined with teeth carved out of the wood adds
yet more character. Blue beads cover ...[more]

20

Beaded Red And Blue Buffalo Mask - Tribal Art A gorgeous red buffalo mask. The wooden mask is beset with red cylindrical glass
beads. The horns are covered with deep blue beads that beautifully contrast the red. The tips of the horns are eclectically decorated
with small red and white beads in an ey ...[more]

21

Beaded Double Headed Snake Belt - Tribal Art The double headed snake is the symbol of the Bamum Kingdom. Initially the King was
the only person to wear the belt made of a raffia woven strip covered with cloth and beads. After the arrival of the Germans, important
lineage representatives were also al ...[more]

22

Traditional Bamileke 7 Layer Chevron Trade Bead Necklace - Tribal Art Chevrons beads are made by a multi-part process. They start
with the making of the cane, then another color glass is added and then this is usually put into a 12 point star mold. This process is
repeated for each additional layer ...[more]

23

Beaded Blue Helmet Mask-Mouth White/Red - Tribal Art This characterful beaded blue mask has been expertly made from cylindrical
blue beads in circular patterns centred around the eyes. The eyes, nostrils and mouth are decorated with small red and white beads that
gorgeously contrast the rest of the ...[more]

24

Beaded Blue Helmet Mask-Mouth Red - Tribal Art This characterful beaded blue mask has been expertly made from cylindrical blue
beads in circular patterns centred around the eyes. The blue beaded pattern is broken up by lines that run along the whole mask. The
eyes, nostrils and mouth are decorated w ...[more]

25

Ceremonial Royal Gong With Beaded Figure - Tribal Art This ceremonial gong features a gorgeous figure decorated with glass beads.
The gong is exquisitely made and has an attractive layer of patina. The figure is adorned with red and green beads of different sizes.
The size difference give off a bea ...[more]

26

Beaded Blue Headdress With Kauris Finish - Tribal Art This impressive headdress is delightfully adorned with a superb diamond pattern
crafted from cylindrical red, white and blue beads which are lined by cowrie shells. The weathering of the beads further enhances the
authentic appearance of this col ...[more]

27

Beaded Palm Wine Vessel Topped With Animal Figure - Tribal Art This piece features a long-necked calabash topped with a beautiful
carved animal wood stopper. The entire assemblage is covered with cloth embroidered with strands of translucent and opaque red and
blue glass beads that form an intricat ...[more]

28

Beaded Flywhisk-Double Leopard - Tribal Art A gorgeously made beaded flywhisk. The handle is beautifully decorated with red and
white beads in a checkered pattern. The handle is topped with a two-headed leopard figure delicately fashioned from the red, black and
yellow beads. The body of the figure ...[more]

29

Beaded Red Buffalo Dancing Group Mask - Tribal Art A gorgeous red buffalo mask. The wooden mask is beset with red cylindrical glass
beads. The tips of the horns are covered with contrasting blue beads. The eyes, nostrils and the base of the horns are decorated with
alternating lines of white and dar ...[more]

30

Beaded Blue Buffalo Dancing Group Mask - Tribal Art A gorgeous blue buffalo mask. The wooden mask is beset with blue cylindrical
glass beads. The tips of the horns are beautifully covered with contrasting red beads. The eyes are decorated with concentric red and
orange beads. The open mouth of the m ...[more]

31

Beaded Ram Dancing Group Mask Covered With Kauris - Tribal Art An exquisite mask resembling a ram. The whole mask is covered in
a gorgeous layer of cowrie shells. The shells show a beautiful patina which compliments their natural texture. The two rounded horns of
the sculpture are decorated with re ...[more]

32

Beaded Small Elephant Mask - Tribal Art An enthralling elephant mask that is decorated with glass beads and cowrie shells. Instead of
a full covering of beads, this mask is elegantly adorned with lines of beads that are centred around the forehead of the animal and
seemingly envelop the mask’s facia ...[more]

33

Beaded Red Head Mask - Tribal Art This exquisitely characterful face is beset with small red glass beads whose varied weathering
patterns adds a unique texture to the face itself. Details are made with beautiful blue and white glass beads. An elegant pattern of blue
beads decorates the neck of the m ...[more]

34

Beaded Red Headdress - Tribal Art This exquisite headdress is luxuriously decorated with black and red beads in a captivating
concentric diamond pattern. The combination of round and cylindrical beads generates an enthralling relief which is further
complemented by the use of cowrie shells along the ...[more]

35

Beaded Ceremonial Head "Adwonzen" With Leopard Mount, Grassland People, Cameroon - Tribal Art Beaded heads such as this,
called atwonzen, represent trophy heads: the skulls of enemies felled in battle. Underneath the beading is not bone, however, but wood.
This piece is adorned with black, white, re ...[more]

36

Beaded Elephant Mask, Grassland People, Cameroon - Tribal Art Description: The mask has been sculptured with Trump and Tusk
(nice political duo !) and the European beads are old.The Elephants are often associated with political power in the highly stratified
kingdoms of the Cameroon grasslands. Beca ...[more]

37

Beaded Monkey Head - Tribal Art This beaded monkey head has a striking gaunt appearance. It is decorated with cylindrical blue beads
that give it a gorgeously deep colour. Its open mouth is filled with red and white glass beads that give the impression of a set of teeth.
White lines of beads run acr ...[more]

38

Beaded Double Head With Elephant And Leopard Mount - Tribal Art This striking double head sculpture features two heads conjoined at
the back, on top of the heads stand two exquisite figures representing an elephant and a leopard. One head displays a human face
whereas the other has more skull-like f ...[more]

39

Beaded Flywhisk-Sitting Royal Figure - Tribal Art A beautiful beaded flywhisk. The handle is gorgeously decorated with red, white and
black glass beads in a zigzag pattern. An exquisitely made figure holding a jug sits atop the handle. The body of the figure is covered
with a sublime triangular patt ...[more]

40

Beaded Bird Dancing Group Mask - Tribal Art A stunning bird mask covered with an enticing interplay of beads of varying shapes and
sizes. The gorgeous head of this mask is adorned black and dark blue beads and sports a striking comb fashioned from vibrant red
beads. The folded wings and tail of the ...[more]

41

Beaded Royal Stool Supported By Four Figures - Tribal Art This stunning stool has a round base and plateau covered with cloth and
embroidered with cowrie shells and red , blue, black and white glass beads. Four gorgeous figures uphold the top of the stool. Each of
the servant figures’ faces is uniq ...[more]

42

Beaded Helmet Mask - Copper Covered Face - Tribal Art This gorgeous wooden mask is detailed with a pattern of indentations along
the forehead, nose and cheeks. A beautiful matte patina covers the copper parts of the mask and accentuates the relief patterns. The
ears are decorated with copper studs t ...[more]

43

Beaded Royal Stool Supported By Two Figures - Tribal Art This exquisite stool has a round base and plateau which is covered with
cloth embroidered with red, white and blue glass beads. Delicate cowrie shells adorn both the top rim of the stool and the center of the
base. Two expertly crafted servant ...[more]

44

Beaded Throwing Flywhisk - Tribal Art A gorgeously created beaded flywhisk. The handle is beautifully decorated with red and blue
beads in an elegant triangular pattern. The handle is topped with an animals head delicately fashioned from the same beads and
exquisitely detailed with white beads. The ...[more]

45

Beaded Janus Head Sculpture With Headdress - Tribal Art This beautiful two-faced head sculpture is beset with beautiful dark blue
glass beads. Each of the two uniquely characterful faces is detailed with an array of smaller red, orange, yellow and white glass beads.
A white lizard motif is inlaid on ...[more]

46

Ceremonial Double Gong With Beaded Handle - Tribal Art This ceremonial double gong consists of two beautifully made gongs of
different sizes and a gorgeous beaded handle. The gongs are both covered in an enticing layer of patina. The handle is covered in red,
green and black beads in an elegant di ...[more]

47

Traditional Bamileke 7 Layer Chevron Trade Bead Necklace Of 15 Beads. - Tribal Art Chevrons beads are made by a multi-part
process. They start with the making of the cane, then another color glass is added and then this is usually put into a 12 point star mold.
This process is repeated for each addi ...[more]

48

Beaded Ceremonial Flute - Tribal Art This intriguing beaded ceremonial flute is covered with a combination of red, white and dark blue
beads in a gorgeous pattern of diagonally aligned squares. It consists of a flat square body and an end that resembles a head wearing a
crest. A small cord is fasten ...[more]

49

Beaded Figure Of Cupholder - Tribal Art A beaded figure of a man sitting on a stool, holding a cup. The beads on the body have been
arranged in square and rhombic patterns. The red beads used for the facial skin, really draw attention. Dimensions approx. 60 x 19 x 20
cm Beaded art from the Cam ...[more]

50

Beaded Ceremonial Trophy Head - Tribal Art Fashioned from wood, cloth and red, white and blue glass beads. These colourful beaded
heads were typically worn by chiefs and other notables on ceremonial occasions. They were highly symbolic power accoutrements and
probably represent the heads of enemies ...[more]

